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President’s Letter – October 2017  As we enter the final quarter of the year it’s a good time to look ahead.  The fourth quarter of any year can be busy. With budget battles, hiring and firing announcements, money managers positioning for year-end and the all-important holiday season, the fourth quarter generally sees a fair bit of activity.  Layer on top of this a significant ‘discussion’ by our esteemed leaders on tax reform and a potential change at the helm of the Fed, there is a lot to keep an eye on.    So far this year markets have shown a fairly low level of volatility, despite a number of issues that could have stirred things up a bit.  The market’s resolve has been impressive, both in the near term and over the 9 years that make up this current bull market.  There is nothing to say that the resiliency of stocks can’t continue, but risks of a pullback certainly exist with signs of investor complacency and heightened political and geopolitical uncertainties.    Despite the highlighted risks, there are plenty of reasons to be optimistic. The economy remains on sound footing, growing consistently but slowly.  Signs of a recession, generally a harbinger of the next cyclical bear market, are not evident and consumer and business sentiment remains positive.  Fed watchers remain very active these days both in terms of what actions the Fed may take in December (raise or not raise rates) and also in handicapping the President’s decision about the next Fed Chairman.  Markets have proven to be very accommodative to the actions that the Fed has taken to date (shrinking their balance sheet and raising rates) but the December decision is a tough one.  Very little inflation appears to be in the system as interest rates remain low and prices remain under control so there doesn’t appear to be a huge necessity for the Fed to take action.  Either way, a less accommodative monetary policy remains on the horizon as the Fed takes steps to lessen the role that they have played in stimulating the economy.              
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